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Chapter 361 I Should Not Have Come Back? 

“I heard that all girls like to eat sweets.” Nathan casually picked up the lollipop next to him, tore it open, 

and handed it to Paige. 

“Nathan, thank you. It’s very sweet.” 

“Ms. Paige, Mr. Nathan has someone plant flowers on your balcony. It looks good. How about you take a 

look?” 

Nathan heard that Hernan planted flowers on Paige’s balcony. Nathan wanted to plant flowers to make 

Paige happy too. However, after Paige went up, she found that the flowers that Nathan planted were 

hanging on the railings layer by layer, perfectly blocking the flowers that Hernan planted earlier… 

This childish behavior… made Paige laugh. 

“Why are you the only one back? Where is Paige?” Danica asked. 

“Where is Paige? Why didn’t she come back with you?” Donald also asked, “Is Paige still in school? 

How can you leave Paige alone in school?” 

Paige was about to go downstairs when she vaguely sensed that someone was looking at her. 

This time, Paige was sure that it was not her illusion. Someone was indeed watching their every move! 

“Go to the entrance and see who is there.” Paige sent a message to her subordinates and went 

downstairs again. 

“Paige!” Danica saw Paige and said happily, “Come on, the food is ready! I made three dishes tonight!” 

“I also made three dishes! Go and taste them!” 

Nathan was speechless. 

He thought, my parents can cook? 

This is the first time I have known that my parents could cook… 

“Where is Martin? Why didn’t he come back with you?” Danica asked. 

“He has something to do. There is no need to wait for him.” After Paige sat down, a servant wanted to 

serve her soup. 

“I’ll do it,” said Nathan. 

served Paige soup and gave 

to eat?” Nathan planned to personally serve Paige 

course, Paige wants to eat the dishes I cooked! I 

finished speaking, Donald said, “The dishes I cooked are also 



Are you 

what you cook first and then eat what I cook,” 

time, someone exclaimed, 

and saw Patricia standing not far away. Patricia was 

are 

seemed to be a little disappointed and 

stepped forward and said, “No… I mean… Aren’t 

I wanted to see… Isn’t 

that Paige 

harmonious family. She bit her lip and said, “It doesn’t matter if you don’t prepare food for me. I just 

came to see Nathan, and 

patting Patricia on the shoulder, and said, 

came back and did not tell you in advance. We thought that you were 

Nathan 

not believe 

in the Ministry of Security. Even if he 

visit Paige instead 

Nathan and I have been together for 18 years, 

treat me like 

and 

so happy that I 

Mrs. Lusk. 

Danica was speechless. 

you mean that I don’t want Patricia to see Nathan 

not treat her 

since the last time we met… I miss you so much!” Patricia came in front of Nathan, 

why are you crying?” Nathan smiled and pulled out a chair for Patricia. “I 

try to come back 

the tableware. “Ms. Patricia, this is your plate 



room and asked, “Nathan, did you 

thought, the last time Nathan left home, he said that he would bring me a 

at the living room and said 

“Ah?” 

Chapter 362 Have Other Thoughts 

Patricia was originally sitting next to Paige, but when Donald said this, she could only awkwardly stand 

up and give up her seat. 

A servant moved Patricia’s chair to Danica’s side. After Patricia sat down, she found Martin and 

Nathan serving Paige food. 

“Delicious,” Paige commented. “The shrimp is good.” 

“Since I was young, I have never tasted the dishes Mom cooked.” Nathan also took a bite. He looked at 

Danica and asked, “You made it by yourself?” 

“Is it delicious?” Danica’s tone was a little proud. “You didn’t expect that I would be good at cooking.” 

“The dishes made by my wife are delicious!” Donald took a bite and nodded repeatedly. He said, 

“The shrimp meat is fresh and tender, and it is better than the chef’s cooking!” 

“Yes, it is good. I will try the dishes Dad cooked.” Nathan picked up a piece of braised abalone and put it 

into his mouth. Nathan was stunned. He did not expect his parents‘ cooking talent would be triggered 

when Paige came home. 

“Martin, this dish is good. You can try it.” Nathan served Martin some food. 

“Yeah. Martin, eat more!” Danica also picked up a lot of food and put it on Martin’s plate. 

“Martin, do you want some wine?” 

As soon as Donald picked up the wine bottle, Martin refused, “I have to send Paige back to school later.” 

“I also want to go back to school! Martin, Paige, can you send me on the way?” 

Patricia was at the University of Chicago and Paige was at the University of Illinois at Chicago. 

They were in the same area. 

However, Martin and Paige said at the same time, “It’s not very convenient.” 

the driver at 

and said, “Nathan, why don’t you 

it’s good to ask Nathan to send me over. 

continued, “I heard that Nathan is on 



Have Other Thoughto 

sent one of them to school. So, like Paige, Nathan gently refused, “Let the driver at 

the plate again, “Then, Nathan, can you help me pick up that dish? 

Paige was speechless. 

you help me get the soup over there?” Patricia 

is 

wanted to let Paige know that in this family, Nathan listened to her. Patricia wanted Paige to know that 

she was truly cherished by the Lusk family for 18 years! 

just a spoiled girl,” Donald laughed. “Look at Paige, she doesn’t have to trouble 

me…” Patricia pretended 

dinner, Paige received a 

there is no one at the entrance.” 

thought, no 

that person 

walk. You guys wait 

door, Martin and Nathan looked at each other in confusion. 

Paige want to go for a 

that Paige deliberately did 

fruit.” Patricia personally brought the fruit 

said with a smile, “It’s all that you 

just poked a piece with a fruit stick. 

with the fruit plate in my hand. Why don’t 

you still scheme to 

to feed me. I want you to feed me! Don’t tell me you don’t treat me as your younger g sister when Paige 

comes back!” 

Th 

2/4 

fruit he just picked. “Are you 

Thank you, 



to the side and saw Martin walk out of the hall and go to the garden to wait for 

Chapter 363 Martin Reminds Nathan 

“I don’t know if there is, but keeping a distance from all the opposite ***is what I should do.” 

“Why are you here?” Martin looked up at Nathan. 

“Paige said that she wanted to take a walk alone. I was worried, so I went to take a look.” 

“Me too.” 

“You don’t have any thoughts about Patricia? If Paige didn’t return, would you marry Patricia?” 

Nathan asked as he walked with Martin. 

“No. I did think of ending the engagement a long time ago,” Martin said confidently. 

Not only did Martin have this idea, but he also went to break off the engagement. 

However, on that day, Martin found that the one he would marry was Paige, so Martin changed his 

mind at the last minute. 

“Do you know what it means for our two families to break off the engagement at the last minute?” 

Nathan was a little surprised. 

“I know.” 

It meant that the relationship between the two families was completely broken. 

It meant that Martin and Jack would no longer be friends. 

It meant that Martin had a strong opponent in the business field from now on. 

It meant that Martin’s family member’s scolding and the ruination of the whole Stowe family’s 

reputation… 

“But I can’t choose to spend the rest of my life with someone I don’t love. I believe you can’t stand 

the people you cherished being disliked by me.” 

Nathan was a little puzzled. “Is Patricia that bad? After so many years, she has nothing good to 

you?” 

if you have noticed that ever since Paige returned to 

unfriendly.” Martin reminded, “Including the intentional provocation and 

as some indecent words 

also my sister!” 

were a bit 



Patricia’s identity was revealed, everyone in the 

Donald and Danica, but even the five young masters of the Lusk family also regarded Patricia as their 

own younger sister. They would do everything they 

was raised by them. Although she was a bit arrogant, Nathan 

a ****, Nathan could not accept others talking about Patricia in 

one would suspect that his or her younger sister who was 

his or her family was a 

years. One day, everything she has suddenly 

wants to get attention. It is the thoughts of a 

Paige…” 

will you not 

intentionally targeting Paige, I will stop her. 

behind your back? Or 

in your eyes?” Nathan’s gaze met Martin’s, seemingly displeased. 

now.” Martin met Nathan’s gaze and said firmly, “Her 

pure.” 

I’m not mistaken, she is drawing a clear line with you.” 

can hear your footsteps from so far away. Did she 

that she deliberately said those words to me? It seems that her image in your 

terrible to the 

had never any image in my mind. She did not even have a shadow in my mind. 

pure. Did she secretly pester you? Or did she do 

When you have time, you can observe Patricia in 

comes, you will know whether what I said is true or false.” 

and I do not expect Nathan would protect 

girl, and I want 

“You…” 

but he watched 

18 years. Nathan knew more or 



Nathan knew that Martin 

alone a girl…. 

thought, so, where was 

Paige too much, or did Patricia do 

Chapter 364 Pamela, You Have Misunderstood Us 

Paige sneered and moved the knife a little closer to the short-haired girl’s neck. The next second, 

red blood came out. 

“You… How dare you…” This time, the short-haired girl was really stunned. 

She did not expect that Paige would really dare to hurt her. 

“If you keep being silent, I will really throw you into the sea to feed the sharks.” 

Hearing Paige’s words, the short-haired girl became even more furious. She asked Paige, “Does 

Nathan know that you are such a kind of person?” 

Paige was confused. 

Paige thought, does this person come for Nathan? 

The short-haired girl saw that Paige was thinking something, so she quickly slapped Paige’s hand 

off and wanted to snatch the knife. 

But Paige was not weak. Then, they began to fight, and neither of them was at a disadvantage. 

during the fight… 

This was the first time the short-haired girl had seen a girl, who was about the same age as her, be so 

agile. She thought that Paige was definitely not an ordinary college student! 

The short-haired girl looked at Paige and wondered, who the hell is she? 

Is she also from the Ministry of Security? 

Or she has some other hidden identity? 

Paige kicked the short-haired girl in the chest. But the short-haired girl blocked the attack with her arms 

crossed in front of her, and she retreated about 3 feet. 

Seeing that the short-haired girl’s neck was still bleeding, Paige smiled coldly, “If you don’t deal with 

your wound, you will die in less than an hour. I advise you to be obedient. In that case, I will go 

easy on you.” 

“You are quite arrogant.” The short-haired girl once again launched an attack. Each move was ruthless. It 

looked like she really wanted to kill Paige. 



The longer the short-haired girl fought with Paige, the more she found that Paige’s fighting techniques 

were a little ***. Suddenly, Paige did a Spin Kick. 

Because the short-haired girl was already injured, she fell to the ground right after she got kicked 

by Paige. 

“Are you from the Triangle Area?” The short-haired girl was even more surprised. She looked at Paige in 

front of her and suddenly felt that Paige was definitely not an ordinary person. She said hesitantly, “Is 

the boss of the Flame Gang… a girl?” 

Paige raised her eyebrows and was a little surprised. She thought, she knows who I am! 

I can’t let her leave alive. 

move, Nathan’s voice suddenly sounded. 

“Paige, what happened?” 

turned her head and 

to escape. But she 

Why are 

surprised and thought, Pamela? 

know this 

sounds like Nathan is quite ***with 

Nathan found that there was a bloody wound on Pamela 

didn’t look serious, but it bled continuously, 

at Paige with a complicated look in his eyes. 

very difficult for any enemy to get close 

alone cut her 

how did 

she actually hurt 

asked for a leave just 

felt that 

are you talking about? Anyway, 

wound first.” 

of the Ministry of Security, it was still a wound on Pamela’s neck. If the 

you don’t want to have a relationship with someone. 



carried some humiliation and 

was 

said that you had no intention of having a girlfriend at that time. But you took this girl home! The person 

at Paige and felt hurt in her heart. She thought, what is 

is so rude. 

that she is the boss of the Flame 

girl have 

the entire Ministry of Security. But in the end, his 

by a little 

It’s really provoking! 

own eyes today. Nathan sent a lot of things to this girl. He even used trucks to 

carry those gifts! 

opened the 

really intimate. I’m so envious. 

came out from school just 

happy 

you talking about Paige?” Nathan realized something and felt helpless and amused. This 

a big misunderstanding. 

casual attitude, Pamela was even shocked and thought, Paige? 

could he call 

How could he? 

Pamela’s nose twitched, and she somehow wanted to cry. 

watching her at the side, Pamela would have already 

to deal with your 

a long time to explain to Pamela. The most important thing now was to 

wound. 

always tell me that we are not suitable because of the difference in our identities and 

say, so she immediately stopped Pamela and said, “Pamela, you have 

Pamela wondered, misunderstand? 



Chapter 365 Nathan Finally Agrees 

Donald laughed and said very kindly, “Nathan has never brought a girl home. You are the first one! 

Bonnie, serve this girl some tea! Oh, by the way, Paige, she is so injured. Can she drink tea?” 

“It’s OK for her to drink some,” Paige said. 

Donald said, “Good. Bonnie, take out the best tea we have at home!” 

Since Paige said that it was OK, then it was OK. 

Pamela was so embarrassed that she really wanted to dig a hole in the ground to hide. She said to 

Donald and Danica, “Mr. Lusk, Mrs. Lusk, don’t bother… I was just passing by…” 

But now, no one would believe that Pamela was just passing by…. 

“Before you, Nathan had never had a girlfriend. He doesn’t know how to treat his girlfriend. We didn’t 

know that he already had a girlfriend until you personally came here today.” When Danica 

said this, she looked at Nathan with blame in her eyes. 

Nathan was about to say something. But Danica asked Pamela again, “What happened to you? 

How did you get this injury?” 

Danica thought, it’s late at night. Such a beautiful girl somehow got a wound on her neck… 

“It’s too dark outside. I accidentally fell, and my neck got cut by a stone…” Pamela took all the 

responsibility because she didn’t want Nathan’s sister to be blamed. 

Danica said, “What kind of stone can make such a cut? Is it the stone in front of our house? Someone, go 

out and check it. Throw away all the stones that may hurt people!” 

After a pause, Danica muttered, “This is the first time that Nathan’s girlfriend has come to our house. 

But she somehow got injured. How can we explain this to her parents…” 

“***, actually, it was…” Paige wanted to say that it was she who caused that wound on Pamela’s 

neck. 

But Pamela immediately interrupted Paige and said, “Your name is Paige, right? My name is 

Pamela Berger. Nice to meet you.” 

Hearing Pamela’s full name, Donald and Danica were stunned on the spot. 

They thought, what did she say? 

Pamela Berger? 

“You…” Danica was shocked for a while. Then, she asked, “May I ask if your father is George 

Berger?” 



“Yes… But I am not ***with him. Haha…” Pamela twitched the corner of her ***. She was afraid that 

Donald and Danica would act the same as Nathan did after knowing her identity. 

not ***with her father? 

one believed 

Martin said in a low voice, “She is the prime minister’s daughter.” 

not agree 

turns out Pamela was the 

didn’t you tell us that you had a girlfriend? You even…” Donald didn’t say the rest of his words. But 

anyway, he felt very sorry because Pamela got injured when she first came to 

have some tea.” The servant brought the tea to Pamela. 

cup of tea and 

some tea first.” 

Lusk. But don’t bother. I can take it myself…” Pamela found that Nathan’s 

were too enthusiastic. 

said to Pamela, “You just came here 

to take you around 

and I…” Nathan wanted to say that Pamela was not his 

you finish 

a smile and said, “Why 

very much. He thought 

a beautiful and 

explain, but Pamela had 

felt helpless and thought, how am I 

is so warm and friendly…” Pamela and 

she was now 

Pamela’s neck and asked softly, “Does 

hurt. It really doesn’t hurt…” Pamela wanted to 

But she accidentally pulled the wound. Then, a look of pain appeared on her 

right?” Nathan looked at Pamela with worries in 



“Oh…” 

“Why didn’t you give me a 

your girlfriend home… So wanted to come and have a look…” As Pamela said, she lowered her 

Nathan’s biological 

Nathan realized that Pamela must be jealous when she 

to check on Nathan… 

to know that she was wrong, so she kept her head 

Pamela did 

conduct, low-key but 

said, “Next time, if 

to guard outside my house again. Did you 

Pamela was a little surprised. She couldn’t help 

me? 

“Did you come in 

Pamela nodded. “I saw that you bought a lot of things. I thought you bought them 

girlfriend…” 

you were 

Pamela 

help 

Chapter 366 You Are Better Than Her 

While eating, Pamela fixed her eyes on Nathan. 

She was like a big fan looking at her favorite celebrity. There was worship, love, and excitement in 

her eyes… 

Danica got it the ****she saw Pamela’s eyes. The corners of her ****curled up. “Nathan, 

you know what Nathan likes to eat. Pick some food for her. Nathan, feel at home. Get whatever 

you like to eat.” 

Pamela put on a bright smile, “Thank you, Mrs. Lusk. You are so nice ~” 

When Danica heard this, she couldn’t stop smiling. “Really? Then you should come more often in the 

future! If Nathan is busy and doesn’t have time to accompany you, you can call me. I will pick 



you up! I have a lot of photos of Nathan when he was a child…” 

“***,” Nathan remembered that there were many photos of him looking ****, so he hurried to 

stop Danica. 

Pamela giggled and nodded. Unexpectedly, her injury hurt again. Nathan reminded her gently, 

“Take care.” 

His tone was not only gentle but also filled with affection. 

Danica watched them showing affection and happily left the dining room, leaving them alone. 

After eating, Pamela found that Donald and Danica had prepared many gifts for her. She hurried to 

refuse. 

“Thank you, but I can’t accept these. It is already very rude that I didn’t take any gifts on my first visit… 

How can you prepare so many things for me? I will feel sorry…” Pamela said. She took out two large gift 

boxes from the trunk of the car and was about to take them back. 

“Don’t refuse our gifts! This is for our future daughter-in-law! We haven’t spent a lot!” 

In fact, the gifts had filled the trunk. 

Donald smiled and put the gifts back into the car. 

gift… You don’t need to bring anything the next time you come. If you feel sorry, come to stay with us 

when you 

have time…” 

and she reached 

a child, the atmosphere in her family had been serious, and it was rare for 

warm scene… 

be cautious about every word and 

more relaxed 

Pamela, “Good girl, come here 

Nathan is free, take him to your home 

parents…” 

more delighted. She hugged Danica for a long 

will send you 

a voice came 

It was Paige. 



saw her, she smiled. 

I will wait for you 

and putting them into 

in the 

the garden until no 

is for you.” Paige handed over a small bottle. 

There is an instruction on 

looked at it and did not expect that Paige was 

it. “Thank you.” 

it was you. I hit you a little too hard just 

around at the door, so Paige thought it was a threat to 

it was my fault. I came uninvited. You did nothing 

put away the small bottle, smiled, and held Paige’s hand, saying, “You 

You are a kind 

about her 

Don’t tell your family what happened to me. Just 

that she would be scolded. She didn’t expect Pamela to be such a 

Suddenly, she thought 

could you be the leader of Flame Gang? Does Nathan 

“It’s a long story… But, how are you sure I 

year ago. Have you forgotten?” Pamela 

Paige was confused. 

didn’t remember it. 

by the enemy. It was you who suddenly appeared and saved me by 

Chapter 367 Take Care 

Before Paige responded, Pamela continued, “So when I learned that my sister-in-law is not Patricia but 

you, I was very happy.” 

Paige looked at her smiling face and laughed. 

“Paige, can I go to your school when I have time?” 



“Sure,” Paige smiled and replied warmly. 

“Great! I live in Chicago. You can come to my home when you are free. But my family is more 

serious, unlike your family… Don’t be afraid. I will back you up!” 

Pamela took out her mobile phone and smiled very cutely. “Let’s add friends.” 

“Okay.” Paige took out her mobile phone and added her Line account. 

Patricia, who was hiding in the dark, saw this scene and clenched her fists in anger! 

****it! 

I didn’t expect them to add friends so quickly! 

Just now, what did Paige give Pamela in the garden? Why does Pamela like her so much? 

This scheming woman! What has she done to make Pamela like her? 

Paige probably knows Pamela’s identity and wants to soften her up! 

****! 

When they arrived at the gate, Pamela reluctantly hugged Paige’s arm. “Then that’s a deal. We 

must go out another day.” 

As Paige’s sister-in-law, Pamela decided to buy a lot of gifts for her. 

“Okay.” Paige smiled. “Nathan, be careful on the road. Goodbye, Pamela.” 

“Goodbye!” Pamela gently and domineeringly touched Paige’s head. After getting in the car, she said, 

“Paige is so cute and so adorable!” 

“Seat belt.” When Nathan came closer to fasten her seat belt, Pamela mischievously kissed him on 

the face. 

“You…” 

Pamela said cutely. “And 

from kissing you.” 

a smile. “Sit 

“Got it.” 

***, “Isn’t Patricia cute? Isn’t she 

a little.” Pamela was not as enthusiastic as before when she talked about Patricia 

special 

Martin or Pamela liked Patricia. 



never been so enthusiastic to Patricia as 

Patricia not easy-going 

would you choose?” Nathan asked indifferently as 

Pamela seemed to ask with her eyes, 

confusion as his 

good, sensible, kind, and gentle? And she is good-looking, delicate, intelligent, meticulous, and very easy 

to get along with… Where can I find such a good 

praising people.” Nathan glanced at Pamela. 

“I want to say something that may annoy you. Compared to Patricia, I prefer 

strong ability…” 

Is it the ability to beat you up?” Nathan 

she beat me up?” Pamela said. “If it was you, you would also catch and question me when you found 

that I 

I would have been thrown 

laughed. Pamela even backed Paige up. 

her home. “Be good these few days and spend more time 

your family when you have time.” 

got busy, it was normal to not be 

“Anyway, you have two days off. It’s 

said gently, “Go back to work first.” 

I want to wait for you!” 

let’s go back together in three days.” 

“That’s great!” 

goodbye to him. Not long after she entered the house, she 

Line message. 

was from Paige, but when she opened it, it 

immediately a 

you home?” 

for Pamela to reply, Patricia continued to type and send 



if she was affected by those rude people… 

to what 

feeling a little depressed: “What 

gave you 

you’ve been watching us since 

Chapter 368 Tell Him Everything 

Patricia was furious. 

Pamela typed: “Don’t ****in front of me. I’m not Nathan. I don’t like you. 

“Do you know why I typed instead of sending you voice messages? Because I saved all the 

screenshots. Don’t think of deleting some chat records and creating the illusion that I bullied you. 

After all, this is the trick that you are best at.” 

“You…” Patricia was exasperated and did not know what to say. 

Pamela continued: “Do you know why I like Paige? Because she is not *****, hypocritical, or ***. She 

doesn’t act smart, nor stir up trouble. You gotta learn.” 

Finally, Pamela said: “If you want to speak ill of Paige, don’t contact me again.” 

Patricia was so angry that she directly blacklisted Pamela! 

She threw her phone on the table. Patricia was so angry that her chest rose and fell. After a while, 

she calmed down and released Pamela from the blacklist… 

After all, Pamela was the daughter of a big shot. It was better for Patricia to keep her contact. 

Maybe it would be useful in the future…. 

However, Pamela thought that she could be ***and sneer at Patricia because Pamela was 

with Nathan… 

Patricia’s eyes became cold. If Nathan did not like Pamela… 

On the other side. 

A luxury car was parked at the school gate. 

A tall man stood beside the car, holding up a girl’s face and kissing her. 

“Oh… Martin, stop…” Paige was kissed until her legs were weak. After the kiss, she found that 

everyone’s eyes were on them. She suddenly felt a little embarrassed. 

“She seems to be the top scorer Class One for Traditional Medicine. Paige, is it?” 



“It should be. Only she has such good looks and height…” 

“Who is that man? He’s so handsome, and his legs are so long.” 

“Is he from our school?” 

“Is there such a handsome guy in our school?” 

“The light is too dim. Otherwise, we can see clearly…” 

Fortunately, there were not many people on campus at night, so no one could guess Martin’s 

identity. 

said to Martin, “I’ll go 

Martin was still reminiscing about the kiss just 

me when you get to the 

“Okay.” 

from the boys 

ask, “Do I need you to 

entering the campus, Paige suddenly 

have you returned to 

“Yes, Nathan.” 

anything you want to say to 

on the phone. 

Paige was a little puzzled. “What 

Deputy Minister of the Ministry of Security. How could you get close 

her?” 

expect Nathan to call her because he was curious 

“Because at that time, Pamela was thinking about you and was distracted, so 

had a chance.” 

should be 

arm, which was definitely 

kick was definitely stronger than 

Paige thought, alright. 

I can’t hide it from you… 



expect Nathan to say gently, 

affairs. I just don’t know if you are safe or if the things you do are 

and she said, “Don’t worry, Nathan. I’m safe. What I 

don’t want to tell me, I won’t force you.” Nathan held the phone as if he could imagine Paige’s obedient 

and gentle expression. His sister was such a good person, so 

dangerous things? 

be thinking 

you up at school and take you to a place to hang out. Rest 

the people in charge of physical training. 

training projects. 

Nathan, good night.” 

“Good night.” 

phone, Paige thought about it and sent a 

When he saw that 

actually took the initiative to 

the Triangle Area. It’s just to make some money by doing a side job. 

not dangerous at 

expect Paige to actually tell him 

surprised. The Triangle Area? 

do 

small team? 

he received a message from Paige again. There were only 

a secret.” 

sent an OK emoji over. After thinking for a while, he sent Paige another thumbs-up 

emoji. 

someone to check and smiled 

A small team? 

a gang with thousands of people a small 

A side job? 



Chapter 369 Seek Justice for Her 

“Paige, Pamela is a good person. She bought so many things for you, and we could even have a share. 

Give 

them to me. Pamela, you don’t have to bring gifts the next time you come here. We are like a family.” 

Bess 

also took some things. 

“Pamela, you must be exhausted, right? How about drinking some tea in our dorm? I’m not bragging, 

but our 

dormitory is beautiful. The tea Paige bought was tasty! You will definitely like it. You like Paige, and you 

will 

like things that are related to her.” 

Leana spoke as she helped to carry some things.. 

Anna could tell Pamela’s identity at a glance. She didn’t expect Nathan to have such an outstanding 

girlfriend… 

Pamela’s family background was much more than powerful. 

“Pamela, let me do it.” Anna smiled. She found that Pamela was a straightforward person and easy to 

get along with. 

As a good friend of Paige, she felt happy for Paige. It seemed that Paige would live a happier life in the 

future 

because she had a good sister-in-law. 

Paige also took a lot of things. “Pamela, you don’t have to bring us gifts. Bess is right. We are like a 

family.” 

“I want to buy something for you.” Pamela did not expect Paige and her classmates were so easy to get 

along 

with. Holding the remaining gifts in one hand and holding Paige’s hand in the other, she kept talking 

happily. 

When they arrived at the dormitory, Paige made tea for her, and her roommates took out their snacks 

and i 

fruits to entertain Pamela. 

Such a warm scene made Pamela feel like crying. 

“Pamela, how about some fruit? I learned fruit styling online. Is this grape hedgehog cute? Hey, Pamela, 

are 

Why are 



favorite snack. I will feel heartache when I let Bess eat it. Now that you 

them to share them with you. You should 

not like the style of the desserts? I’ll 

away her tears and smiled. “I just think that 

parents were strict with me. This is the second time I feel the atmosphere of 

“the second time”, and they spoke out in 

the first 

must have felt that warrnth at Paige’s home because Paige has 

They are all 

are good people. They 

are both good-looking! Pamela, have a try on the grapes. They are 

bite 

with the girls for a while in 

time for class. 

rest in the dormitory. After physical training, we will come to you and take you to eat out.” Paige looked 

at Pamela 

need. I will go with you.” 

the dormitory. She could go to see if 

ask the directors of the university to take care of 

training, Pamela was sitting under a tree nearby. She found that their 

to walk around. 

was far from the intense training in her department. 

that the top scorer 

“Really?” 

kissing an old man at the school 

the one who forced the Hart sisters to 

on good terms with the Stowe family? How strong is Paige’s backer? She is not 

of the 

Blanca left, Adrianna followed suit. I heard that 



to be so narrow-minded. She 

so beautiful that it becomes 

and saw four girls in uniforms walking in the direction of the grocery store. They 

going for a purchase. 

she played ***to get herself accepted by 

for Donald and Danica’s kindness, she would have been driven 

it anymore. She stepped forward and 

turned around and saw Pamela’s beautiful and slightly angry face. They 

Chapter 370 Give Herself Away 

When Pamela said this, she could not help but add, “Patricia, is it? I happen to know her. I will let her 

come 

over and confront her.” 

After that, she took out her phone and was about to call Patricia. 

lyana smiled. “Do you know who Patricia is? How can you have her number…” 

Patricia was the daughter of the Lusk family, the daughter of the richest man! 

She would not casually make friends with others. 

“Don’t try to ***me. I am Patricia’s good friend. I can recognize her voice…” 

As soon as lyana finished speaking, she heard Patricia’s voice coming from Pamela’s phone. 

“***? Sister-in-law, what’s up?” 

Sister-in-law? 

lyana and her three classmates were stunned. It was really Patricia’s voice! 

How could the girl in front of them be Patricia’s sister-in-law? 

Since they were a family, why would she speak for Paige? 

What the ***was going on? 

“I’m at your university. Come over here.” Pamela cut straight to the point. 

“Pamela, you came to my university?” Patricia was surprised. Hearing that Pamela sounded unhappy. 

Patricia asked cautiously, “What happened?” 

“Nothing. I will eat out later with Nathan. Will you come to us?” 

She could get close to Nathan and take the opportunity to deal with ****Pamela. Patricia would not 



miss such a good chance. 

But thinking that Nathan and Pamela went to the university to visit Paige before informing her about it, 

she 

felt a little uncomfortable. 

suppressed the displeasure in her heart. 

of the sports field. Come over 

Now? 

attend the physical training… 

thinking that it was not easy to get this opportunity, she went to ask for leave from the drillmaster. 

stone next to her with a valiant posture. She 

inside story Is Paige not sponsored by the Lusk 

said?” 

Geltends 

Patricia has no reason to lie to me. We were good friends 

high 

the ****soon.” Pamela didn’t talk with lyana. She took out her phone 

Nathan. “Come here, University 

while, Nathan called Pamela. 

university 

here. 

that Pamela didn’t 

Situation? 

What situation? 

to Paige? Did someone ***her?” Nathan realized 

“Yes.” 

someone bullied her…. 

contact the directors to 

need. We can solve this privately. I just need you to be 

needed 



this 

confused, he agreed. 

Danica glanced at him. “Nathan, you came at the right time. You’re free 

family with some gifts. You should be respectful to them…” 

talk about this later.” Nathan went downstairs 

to eat out? 

You can’t stand Patricia 

go over and 

find his girlfriend and sister. No 

gentle, or you will scare the two girls…” Danica covered her chest. Just now, she thought that 

something. big had happened because Nathan’s face was so 

the garage and randomly picked a car. As soon as he opened the 

was a recording 

curiosity, he clicked it and 

What do you mean? 


